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Abstract

requires to store important samples from previous tasks to prevent from forgetting learned tasks. Rebuffi et al. [12] proposed
a representative exemplar-based method, ICARL, that first utilizes herding [14] to search for exemplars (informative samples) and then uses knowledge distillation loss on the previously
learned classes and classification losses on a new class to prevent forgetting and learn the new class. However, prior works
are limited in two ways. First, It is challenging to enable IL ondevice since IL methods are computationally heavy. Second,
exemplar-based methods require storing exemplars, which can
impose a considerable burden on resource-constrained systems.

Various incremental learning (IL) approaches have been
proposed to help deep learning models learn new tasks/classes
continuously without forgetting what was learned previously
(i.e., avoid catastrophic forgetting). With the growing number of deployed audio sensing applications that need to dynamically incorporate new tasks and changing input distribution from users, the ability of IL on-device becomes essential
for both efficiency and user privacy.
However, prior works suffer from high computational costs
and storage demands which hinders the deployment of IL ondevice. In this work, to overcome these limitations, we develop an end-to-end and on-device IL framework, FastICARL,
that incorporates an exemplar-based IL and quantization in the
context of audio-based applications. We first employ k-nearestneighbor to reduce the latency of IL. Then, we jointly utilize a
quantization technique to decrease the storage requirements of
IL. We implement FastICARL on two types of mobile devices
and demonstrate that FastICARL remarkably decreases the IL
time up to 78-92% and the storage requirements by 2-4 times
without sacrificing its performance. FastICARL enables complete on-device IL, ensuring user privacy as the user data does
not need to leave the device.
Index Terms: Incremental Learning, Continual Learning,
Emotion Recognition, Sound Classification, Quantization.

Moreover, many techniques have been proposed to facilitate
efficient machine learning systems on resource-constrained devices. Quantization and low-bit precision of model parameters
are utilized to reduce the size of the model [15, 16]. Low-rank
factorization [17, 18] and pruning [19] have been proven effective in reducing model size, while retaining accuracy. IL with
optimizations that allow its use on-device, however, has never
been explored in the context of audio-based applications.
In this work, an end-to-end framework, FastICARL, is developed to enable efficient and accurate on-device IL in two
audio sensing applications, an ER task and an ESC task. Also,
FastICARL is a new IL method devised to improve upon the
representative exemplar-based IL method, ICARL, as we observed that ICARL consistently outperforms EWC and other
regularization-based IL methods [10, 11]. However, it has computational and storage issues. Thus, FastICARL solves these
limitations while maintaining accuracy. First, we optimize the
construction process of an exemplar set (which takes most of
the IL time) to shorten the IL time to tackle the first limitation.
Specifically, to find the informative exemplars that can best approximate feature vectors over all training examples, ICARL relies on herding which contains inefficient double for loops. Instead, FastICARL utilizes a k-nearest-neighbor and a max heap
data structure to search exemplars more efficiently. In addition, to address the second limitation, we further optimize FastICARL by applying quantization on exemplars to reduce the
storage requirement. We convert the 32-bit float data type into
16-bit float and 8-bit integer data types. Furthermore, we implement our end-to-end IL framework on mobile and embedded devices of two different specifications: Jetson Nano and
a smartphone (Google Pixel 4). For a smartphone implementation, we employ MNN [20] and our implementation enables
complete on-device training of new tasks/classes unlike TensorFlow Lite [21] or PyTorch Mobile [22] where only on-device
inference is enabled.

1. Introduction
A recent development of deep learning has revolutionized
various audio-based applications such as emotion recognition
(ER) [1], environmental sound classification (ESC) [2], and
keyword spotting [3, 4]. However, in a real-world setting where
a deployed audio classification models may need to dynamically incorporate new tasks (i.e., new classes or inputs) from
users [5] and changing input distribution [6], current supervised
learning approaches are severely limited due to the constrained
nature of available resources on the edge devices and the catastrophic forgetting (CF) issue [7]. That is, a deep learning model
becomes able to recognize a new task but forgets previously
learned knowledge.
Many researchers proposed a range of Incremental Learning (IL) methods [8] to solve the CF problem. The first group of
the IL approaches is a regularization-based method [9, 10, 11]
where regularization terms are added to the loss function to
minimize changes to important weights of a model for previous tasks to prevent forgetting. Kirkpatrick et al. [9] proposed
a regularization-based method, Elastic Weight Consolidation
(EWC), which uses the Fisher information matrix to identify
important weights to the previous tasks and update less on those
weights while learning a new task. Another group of the IL approaches is exemplars-based method [12, 13] where the method
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Overall, the major contributions and findings of this paper
are as follows. We design, implement, and evaluate FastICARL,
which overcomes the limitations of the prior work. First of all,
FastICARL shows that it can effectively solve the CF issues
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happening in audio-based datasets by achieving 69% and 71%
weighted F1-scores for ER and ESC, respectively. FastICARL
reduces the latency of exemplar set selection up to 78% on Jetson Nano and 92% on Google Pixel 4. Moreover, FastICARL
decreases the storage requirement by 2-4 times without sacrificing its performance. In addition, we demonstrate that FastICARL can enable on-device IL without the support of the cloud.
Hence, FastICARL ensures complete data privacy as user data
does not need to leave the device. Finally, to the best of our
knowledge, FastICARL is the first end-to-end and on-device
framework that incorporates exemplar-based IL and quantization techniques in the context of audio sensing applications.

Algorithm 1: Construction and quantization of exemplar sets for ICARL/FastICARL
Input: Feature Extractor F(), The number of
exemplars to be stored m, Quantization bit b,
IL method
Output: Quantized Exemplar set Q
Data: XP= {x1 , ..., xn } of class y
n
1
// calculate class mean
1 µ ← n
i=1 F(xi )
/* find m exemplars out of n samples
2
3
4

argmin µ − k1 (F(x) +

2. Methodology

x∈X

5

In this section, we formulate our problem (§2.1) and describe
the important prior work (§2.2). After that, we propose our IL
method, FastICARL (§2.3).

*/

if IL method is ICARL then
for k = 1, ..., m do
pk ←
Pk−1
i=1

F(pi ))

if IL method is FastICARL then
/* calculate feature distance between
each sample and class mean
*/

6
7

2.1. Problem Formulation

for i = 1, ..., n do
di = F(xi ) − µ
/* build max heap with size m

8

We focus on Sequential Learning Tasks (SLTs) [23] from the
audio sensing tasks, where new classes (e.g., different sounds
in ESC) can emerge over time. Thus, the learning model has to
continuously learn to accommodate new classes without CF, as
would happen in real-life scenarios. Learning tasks of this type,
called SLTs, indicates that a model continuously learns two or
more tasks D1 , ..., Dt , one after another instead of learning a
single task D once (i.e., multi-task learning). Note that each
task consists of disjoint groups of classes as we adopt classincremental learning [24]. Formally, at any time, we are given
training samples, X 1 , X 2 , ..., X N , where X y is a set of samples of class y and N is the total number of given classes. Inspired by prior works [25, 5], we first train a model on the first
task with N/2 classes and then incrementally train the model
by adding subsequent tasks with one class. In total, 1 + N/2
tasks are learned incrementally.

9
10

/* loop over the remaining samples
while updating the max heap
11
12
13
14

16
17
18
19
20

*/

for k = m + 1, ..., n do
if dk < H.extractMaxDist() then
H.pop() // delete one item from H
H.insert( dk , k )
/* build a sorted exemplar set P

15

*/

create max heap H of pair {d, index}
for k = 1, ..., m do
H.insert( dk , k )

*/

for k = m, ..., 1 do
i ← H.extractMaxDistIndex(), H.pop()
pk ← xi
for k = 1, ..., m do
qk ← Quantize(pk , b)
Q ← (q1 , ..., qm )
// Quantized exemplar set

2.2. ICARL
the inefficient double for loops (Lines 2-4), resulting in the
O(nm2 ) complexity (which takes up 70 - 90% of the total IL
time). n is the number of examples in a class, and m represents the target number of exemplars. Note that in this work,
training time indicates the usual training time with respect to
back-propagation, updating weights, while the rest of the time
in learning a new task or adding a new class is considered IL
time. Thus, instead of relying on herding, FastICARL employs
a k-nearest-neighbor search to identify the representative examples to construct exemplar sets. This enables FastICARL to
accelerate the process of exemplar construction without performance degradation, as shown in Section 3. By jointly utilizing
the max heap as in Algorithm 1, FastICARL remarkably reduces the complexity of finding m exemplars out of n samples
to O(n(1 + log(m)) + mlog(m)) = O(nlog(m)). In detail,
the computation of feature distance and the insertion of max
heap cost 1 + log(m) which is performed on n samples in total.
After that, the sorting on m identified exemplars in a max heap
costs another mlog(m).
Furthermore, ICARL requires as much as 69 MB (see §3.4).
To alleviate this storage demand, we apply quantization on exemplar sets on the fly. Note that since budget sizes take up
72-99% of the storage requirements of FastICARL, we apply
quantization only on exemplars in this work. While constructing exemplar sets, FastICARL converts 32-bit float data to 16-

ICARL is the representative exemplar-based IL method in
the literature that attempts to solve the CF problem of classincremental setting. At the high level, ICARL maintains a set
of exemplar samples for each observed class (see Algorithm 1).
An exemplar set is a subset of all samples of the class to carry
the most representative information of the class. When new
tasks (classes) become available, ICARL first creates a new
training set by joining all exemplar sets and the data of the new
class. Then, it updates its weight parameters by minimizing a
classification loss of the new task (class) as well as the distillation loss of the previous tasks (classes). Then, ICARL builds an
exemplar set for the new class and trims the existing exemplars
for previous classes. Finally, the classification is performed by
finding the nearest-class-mean of exemplars to a given test sample in a feature space extracted from the learned representation.
2.3. FastICARL
Although ICARL provides impressive performance, it is limited by high computational costs and large storage requirements
to maintain sufficient budget size to perform reasonably well.
To begin with, ICARL’s high computational loads comes from
its herding operation (find an exemplar set that has a min distance between the class mean and exemplars mean in feature
space), i.e., exemplar selection procedure which is based on
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Table 1: Average weighted F1-score of baselines and FastICARL according to the budget size (B = 5%, 10%, 20%) in
EmotionSense and UrbanSound8K datasets.

bit float or 8-bit integer types and store them with a smaller
budget. When converting between 32-bit float and 8-bit integer,
we use quantization scheme used in [15] to minimize the information loss in quantization. We utilize an affine mapping of
integer q to real number r for constant quantization parameters
S and Z, i.e., r = S(q − Z). S denotes the scale of an arbitrary
positive real number. Z denotes zero-point of the same type as
quantized value q, corresponding to the real value 0.

EmotionSense (ER)

3. Evaluation
3.1. Datasets

10%

20%

5%

10%

20%

ICARL (32 bits)
ICARL (16 bits)
ICARL (8 bits)

0.57
0.55
0.59

0.60
0.63
0.62

0.70
0.70
0.68

0.67
0.66
0.65

0.69
0.67
0.68

0.69
0.71
0.70

FastICARL (32 bits)
FastICARL (16 bits)
FastICARL (8 bits)

0.57
0.58
0.60

0.62
0.65
0.63

0.67
0.68
0.69

0.67
0.66
0.65

0.69
0.69
0.68

0.70
0.71
0.69

Joint (Upper Bound)
None (Lower Bound)

We experiment with our method on two audio applications.
EmotionSense: For emotion recognition (ER) application, we
employ the EmotionSense dataset [1] as it is used in multiple
studies in audio sensing [26, 27, 28]. It contains audio signals
which are clustered into five standard broader emotion groups,
generally used by social psychologists [29] such as (1) Happy,
(2) Sad, (3) Fear, (4) Anger, and (5) Neutral. This dataset has
2,235 samples, and each measurement corresponds to a particular emotion based on a 5-second context window. Following [30], we extract 24 log filter banks [31] from each audio
frame over a time window of 30 ms with 10 ms stride. After
that, as our preprocessing steps, we downsample each sample
measurement by averaging corresponding 24 filter banks of every 250 ms (or 25 consecutive windows) without any overlap
to reduce the length of the input sequence for a learned neural network. We normalize each window to zero mean and unit
variance. As a result, we created an input of size 20 × 24.
UrbanSound8K: For environment sound classification (ESC)
application, we adopt the UrbanSound8K dataset [2] as it is a
large dataset that can test the effectiveness of our method on
resource-limited devices. UrbanSound8K contains 9.7 hourlong data with 8,732 labeled urban sounds collected in realworld settings. This dataset consists of 10 audio event classes
such as car horn, drilling, street music, etc. Following [32],
we extracted four different audio features ((1) Log-mel spectrogram, (2) chroma, (3) tonnets, (4) spectral contrast) for each
sound clip, sampled at 22 kHz. Using the first 3-seconds of
sound, we created an input of size 128 × 85, where 128 represents the number of frames and 85 represents aggregated feature
size of the four audio features.

UrbanSound8K (ESC)

5%

0.83
0.41

0.89
0.02

by an FC layer (Weighted F1-score of 86% for ER and 90% for
ESC), the performance degradation without the FC layer is minimal (see Table 1) while the majority of the model parameters
are consumed in the FC layer as shown in [32]. Hence, as our
final CNN architecture, we use [Conv: {32,32,64,64}] for ER
and [Conv: {16,16,32,32}] for ESC. We omit an FC layer in
both applications, and average pooling layers and a 0.5 dropout
probability are adopted for the second and fourth Conv layers.
ADAM optimizer [33] and learning rate of 0.001 are used.
Evaluation Protocol: Following prior works [1, 32], the 10%
of each class is used as the test set and the remaining as the
training data. In addition, we report the performance of a model
trained up to task k incrementally. Also, we report the results
based on a weighted F1-score which is more resilient to class
imbalances as the employed datasets are not balanced.
Baselines: To evaluate the effectiveness of FastICARL, we include various baselines in our experiments. First, we include
a Joint model which represents a scenario when the model is
trained with training data of all classes available from the beginning. Joint serves as a performance upper bound. Second, a
None model represents a case where a model is fine-tuned incrementally by adding classes to the model without any IL method.
None can be regarded as a performance lower bound. Thirdly,
we include ICARL with three quantization levels (32, 16, and 8
bits). Finally, FastICARL (32, 16, and 8 bits) is compared.
3.3. Implementation
To evaluate our framework on resource-constrained devices, we
implemented it on an embedded (Jetson Nano) and a mobile device (Google Pixel 4). The Jetson Nano is an embedded mobile
platform with four cores and 4 GB RAM. It is often utilized
in mobile robotics. We use PyTorch 1.6 to develop and evaluate FastICARL on Jetson Nano. The Google Pixel 4 phone
has eight cores and 6 GB RAM. We develop FastICARL based
on C++ on the Android smartphone using mobile deep learning
framework, MNN, and the Android Native Development Kit.
Note that our implementation of FastICARL on the smartphone
enables complete on-device training of new tasks/classes incrementally, unlike other deep learning frameworks on mobile platforms (e.g., PyTorch Mobile) where only on-device inference is
supported. The binary size of our implementation on a mobile
platform is only 3.8 MB which drastically reduces the burden of
integrating the IL functionality into mobile applications given
that ICARL requires as much as 69 MB for UrbanSound8K.

3.2. Experimental Setup
Task: As described in §2.1, we adopt class-incremental learning. Hence, for EmotionSense, two classes are selected as task
1 for training a base model, and then the other three classes
are added to the model one by one sequentially. For UrbanSound8K, five classes are used as the first task, and the other
five classes are learned incrementally. Note that all reported
results in §3.4 are averaged over five times of experiments.
Model Architecture: We adopt a convolutional neural networks (CNN) architecture from prior work [32] to construct
the ER and ESC models. To identify a high-performing and
yet lightweight CNN model to operate on embedded and mobile devices, we conducted hyper-parameter search with different number of convolutional layers {2,3,4}, number of convolutional filters {8,16,32}, pooling layer type {max pooling, average pooling}, number of fully-connected (FC) layers {0,1} and
its hidden units {128,512,1024}. A basic convolutional layer
consists of 3×3 convolution, batch normalization, and Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU). We found that although the best performing model is a 4-layered CNN with 32 Conv filters followed

3.4. Results
Performance: We first show the average weighted F1-score
across all runs for different baselines and IL methods for the
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Table 2: Average Latency (IL Time) in seconds for ICARL and FastICARL on Jetson Nano and a smartphone (Google Pixel 4) for both
datasets according to the budget size (B = 5%, 10%, 20%).
Embedded Device (Jetson Nano)
EmotionSense (ER)

Smartphone (Google Pixel 4)

UrbanSound8K (ESC)

EmotionSense (ER)

UrbanSound8K (ESC)

5%

10%

20%

5%

10%

20%

5%

10%

20%

5%

10%

20%

ICARL (32 bits)
ICARL (16 bits)
ICARL (8 bits)

6.25
6.30
6.27

7.24
7.40
7.40

9.35
9.25
9.25

102
100
120

144
144
178

271
270
292

1.41
1.48
1.43

1.98
1.99
1.99

2.73
2.74
3.04

41.5
44.6
45.4

75.5
78.8
77.7

138
139
146

FastICARL (32 bits)
FastICARL (16 bits)
FastICARL (8 bits)

5.10
4.96
5.01

5.18
4.98
5.07

5.18
5.22
5.24

60.6
61.1
67.1

60.8
61.5
66.3

60.7
60.6
61.5

0.88
0.87
0.90

0.90
0.89
0.91

0.83
0.84
0.87

10.5
10.7
10.7

10.8
11.2
10.7

10.4
10.9
10.6

EmotionSense and UrbanSound8K datasets in Table 1. For both
datasets, we present the performance according to the size of
the budgets storing exemplars (5%, 10%, and 20%) to analyze
trade-offs between the performance and storage requirement of
the studied IL methods. Note that the weighted F1-score of the
models after all tasks are trained incrementally is reported.
To begin with, the None model allows us to confirm that
CF occurs without the IL method. Its weighted F1-score drops
sharply to 41% for ER and 2% for ESC. In contrast, the Joint
model achieves as high as 83% and 89% weighted F1-scores for
ER and ESC, respectively. ICARL (32 bits) and our proposed
IL method, FastICARL (32 bits), can largely mitigate the CF
issues observed in the None model. With a budget size of 20%,
ICARL provides a high weighted F1-score of 70% for ER and
69% for ESC. Likewise, FastICARL achieves a similar performance (67% for ER and 70% for ESC) to that of ICARL, which
stays close to the upper bound performance of the Joint model.
Furthermore, we find that the impact of the information loss due
to the quantization of the saved exemplars for both ICARL and
FastICARL is minimal (as observed in prior works about quantization [15, 19, 34]). As shown in Table 1, all four variants,
such as ICARL (16 and 8 bits) and FastICARL (16 and 8 bits),
achieve similar performance to their original counterparts.
Finally, we study the importance of the storage budget parameter. We present the performance of our IL method according to its budgets of 5%, 10%, and 20% of total training samples. In general, the more samples are used as exemplars, the
higher the weighted F1-score the IL method can achieve. We
also find that our method (FastICARL) needs only 5% budget
size to achieves a weighted F1-score of 60-65% and successfully retain its weighted F1-score even after losing some information by applying quantization up to 8 bits on its exemplars.
Latency: We measure the computational costs of sequentially
learning additional classes based on a pre-trained model. The
average IL time to run different IL methods is presented in Table 2. The IL time of FastICARL (32, 16, and 8 bits) ranges
4.96-67.1 seconds on Jetson Nano and 0.83-11.2 seconds on
Google Pixel 4 depending on the budget and datasets. FastICARL remarkably reduces the IL time by 18-78% on Jetson
Nano and 37-92% on Google Pixel 4 compared to ICARL. Note
that the training time of ICARL and FastICARL is approximately the same (these results are omitted for brevity). Also,
FastICARL (16 and 8 bits) shows substantial improvement in IL
time: this indicates that the additional operation of quantizing
exemplars does not impose a meaningful burden on the system.
Storage: We now show the storage overhead of the IL method.
The size of FastICARL is composed of the model parameter
size (M) and budget size (B). As FastICARL relies on stored
exemplars, its storage demand is primarily driven by the number of exemplars to be stored, i.e., budget size (B). As shown in
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Figure 1: Comparison of the storage requirement (M + B) for
ICARL and FastICARL (32, 16, and 8 bits) based on 20% budget size in each dataset.
Figure 1, FastICARL (8 bits) requires at most 0.49 MB and 18
MB (M+B) for EmotionSense the UrbanSound8K datasets respectively, decreasing the storage requirement 2 to 4 folds over
ICARL (32 bits). Model sizes for EmotionSense and UrbanSound8K datasets are fixed as 0.3 MB and 1 MB, respectively.
Based on the results in this section, we have demonstrated
that FastICARL enables faster IL by reducing the IL time and
storage requirements by applying quantization.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we developed an end-to-end and on-device IL
framework, FastICARL, that enables efficient and accurate IL
in mobile sensing applications. We implemented FastICARL
on two resource-constrained devices (Jetson Nano and Google
Pixel 4) and demonstrated its effectiveness and efficiency. FastICARL decreases the IL time up to 78-92% by optimizing the
exemplar construction procedure and also reduces the storage
requirements by 2-4 times by quantizing its exemplars without
sacrificing the performance.
There are many interesting directions that deserve further
research. First of all, we want to extend our work to enable a
higher degree of quantization (such as using 2 or 3 bits) and
apply pruning on a model to reduce the model parameters and
speed up the training process, which is another bottleneck of the
IL. Furthermore, it is worth investigating IL methods on more
severely resource-constrained devices such as micro-controller
units having meager system resources.
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